Abstract-The availability of a large number of processing nodes in a parallel and distributed computing environment enables sophisticated real time processing over high speed data streams, as required by many emerging applications. Sliding window stream joins are among the most important operators in a stream processing system. In this paper, we consider the issue of parallelizing a sliding window stream join operator over a shared nothing cluster. We propose a Bulk Synchronous Processing (BSP) framework, based on a fixed or predefined sequence of communication, to distribute the join processing loads over a shared-nothing cluster. We consider various processing and communication overheads while scaling over a large number of nodes, and propose solution methodologies to cope with the issues. We implement the algorithm over a cluster using a message passing system, and present the experimental results showing the effectiveness of the join processing algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data stream management systems (DSMS) emerge to support a large classes of applications, such as stock trading surveillance, network traffic monitoring, sensor data analysis, real time data warehousing, that require sophisticated processing over online data streams. The DSMS processes continuous queries (CQ) [1] over high-volume and time-varying data streams.The long running continuous queries differ from traditional request-response style queries over a persistent (nonstreaming) database. In a CQ-system, users register queries specifying their interests over unbounded, streaming data sources. A query engine continuously evaluates the query results as new data arrives from the sources, and delivers the unbounded, streaming outputs to the appropriate users. A core operator in a CQ-system is sliding window join among streams, called window join, that unblocks a join operator by limiting its scope over a number of recently arrived data items. Such a window join is used to detect correlations among different data streams, and has many applications in video surveillance, network monitoring, sensor or environmental monitoring [2] .
The stream applications place several scalability requirements on the system. First, for high stream rates and large window sizes, a sliding window join might consume a large amount of memory to store the tuples of the stream windows [3] . Second, as results need to be computed upon the arrival of incoming data, fast response time and high data throughput are essential. Third, some join queries such as † The research work was done while the first author was working as a graduate student at University of Waterloo, ON, Canada video analysis can be CPU-intensive [4] . Fourth, a typical data stream management system could have numerous windowjoin queries registered by the users. Thus, a single server may not have enough resources to process the join queries over speed rate data streams. There are two approaches to address these scalability issues: shedding loads to sacrifice the result quality [5] , [3] , [6] and diffusing the workload to other machines [7] . Existing approaches for scalable stream processing over a distributed system either do not allow intraoperator parallelism [8] or achieve a poor load-balancing [9] (section IV).
In this paper, we consider the issue of parallelizing a window join over a shared-nothing cluster [10] to achieve gradual scale-out by exploiting a collection of non-dedicated processing nodes. In such an environment, a processing node can be shared by multiple applications; so, non-query background loads and available resources (e.g., memory, cpu, network bandwidth) might vary in time. Also, a continuous join query runs for a long time over data streams that exhibit a bursty arrival rates. In this scenario, an adaptive framework for balancing loads across the nodes is necessary. We parallelize the window join over a shared nothing cluster by hashpartitioning the input streams, distributing a subset of partitions to the available nodes, and adjusting the dataflow towards the nodes based on the availability of resources within the nodes. We propose a framework to distribute the incoming tuples and adapt the loads across the slaves (i.e., the processing nodes). A slave node uses a simple nested-loop join algorithm to join the the incoming tuples with the relevant partitions from the other streams; a sort-merge algorithm is not feasible as the temporal order of the tuples should be preserved to efficiently expire tuples from the sliding window.
With the increase in arrival rates, the size of the individual partitions within each partition-group increases. This phenomenon limits the scalability of the join algorithm: as partitions grow in size, the CPU-time to scan the partitions and join with a new tuple also increases. To ameliorate this problem, we fine tune the partition-groups at each processing node by dynamically adjusting the sizes of each partition. In summary, the key contributions of the paper are as follows: 1) We propose an algorithm to support fine-grained, intra-operator parallelism while executing a stream join operator over a shared-nothing cluster. The proposed technique uses the BSP model of computa- The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an introduction to sliding-window joins and presents the join processing and load balancing technique. Section III presents the experimental studies. Section IV surveys the related work, and Section V summarizes the paper and presents future work.
II. JOIN PROCESSING BASED ON SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION
In this section, we introduce the notion of window joins and present a short account of the join processing techniques in a shared-nothing cluster.
A. Sliding-window Joins
This paper considers an operator that joins sliding windows of two streams S 1 and S 2 , i.e.,
is the length of a sliding window. As in [11] , we assume that the tuples within a stream have a global ordering based on the system clock. At any time t, a tuple s i belongs to
For a join attribute A, we aim at answering the continuous join operator
The join operator over the recent windows of the streams are continuously evaluated, at different time points, with the arrival of stream tuples.
B. Processing Windowed Joins
The join processing system consists of two categories of nodes, a master and the slaves, that communicate over a network using communication primitives (i.e., send and receive) over a reliable and persistent connection. The software components of the nodes are shown in Figure 1 . Algorithm 1 shows the high-level overview of the operations carried out at the master side. A master node divides each stream into a number of partitions using a hash function and assigns a subset of the partitions to each slave. Such an indirection using the partitioning mechanism allows the system to re-balance loads across the slaves by changing partition assignment across the slaves. The total number of partitions is taken to be a few times larger than the total number of slaves [12] , [13] . The master node maintains, for each stream, a buffer that consists of multiple mini-buffers, one for each partition. The slaves communicate with the master node periodically.
At the end of every distribution epoch, the master node drains the tuples from the mini-buffers corresponding to the partitions assigned to a slave, and sends the merged tuples to the slave nodes. The merged tuples contains meta-data (e.g., a punctuation mark or an additional attribute) for the slaves to separate the tuples into respective streams. The slaves store the received tuples in a stream buffer (at the join module). Once the tuple distribution phase is finished, the join module starts processing the tuples from the buffer. For each partition group, the join module maintain a set of mini-partition groups, as shown in Figure 2 (a). The join module dynamically maintains the mini-partition groups using an extendible hashing [14] , that keeps the size (in blocks) of each mini-partition groups in a range [θ . . . 2θ], θ being a partition-tuning parameter (Figure 2(b) ).
Algorithm 1 MASTERPROCESS(S i , SN , ASN )
Require: Data Streams Si (1 ≤ i ≤ 2), A set of slave nodes SN Ensure: Proper distribution of stream tuples among the active slave nodes and appropriate set of active slave nodes ASN Definitions:
ASN : set of active slave nodes Tclock: Current system clock time Tdist, Trep: Recent distribution and repartitioning time, resp. δdist, δrep: Distribution and repartitioning epoch, respectively
receive tuple si ∈ Si and put in the proper mini-buffer 5.
if
collect tuples for each active slaves from the respective mini-buffers 7.
send tuples to the active slave nodes 8.
identify suppliers and consumers 11.
for each supplier do 12.
select an unique consumer 13.
Adjust the degree of declustering 14.
direct partition-movement information/meta-data to each <supplier, consumer> pair 15.
Trep ← T clock 16.
Synchronize clocks with the active slaves
At the end of every reorganization epoch, the master node receives load information from the slave nodes. Using the observed workloads at the slave nodes, the controller module in the master node (a) revisits the mappings between the partitiongroups and the slave nodes, and (b) adjusts the degree of declustering, i.e., the number of slaves actively participating in processing the sliding window join. The master node sends special instructions to the slave nodes to move partitions across the slaves. Upon receiving an instruction to send a partitiongroup to another slave, the state mover within the sender extracts tuples of partition-group from the stream window and the stream buffer (at the join module), and marshals the data to the consumer.
The result of the join query is usually sent to a sink node that forwards the result to the user. The propagation of the join result from the slaves is a simple process with a fixed overhead, and we don't consider the issue of result propagation in this algorithm.
III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Methodology
We evaluate the performance of the load diffusion algorithm using synthetic data streams. The stream tuples are generated in real time within the master node using a separate module. We assume that tuples within a stream S i arrive with a Poisson arrival rate λ i . Each stream tuple has a length of 64 bytes. The domain of the join attribute A is taken as integers within the range [0 . . . 10 × 10 6 ]. The distribution of the join attribute values for the stream tuples is captured using the bmodel [15] . We measure the following parameters indicating the processing capacity of the system: average production delay, communication time (or overhead), and total CPU time. We measure the production delay of an output tuple as the time elapsed since the arrival of the joining tuple with the larger timestamp (i.e., recent tuple).
Unless otherwise stated, the default values used in the experiments are as given in Table I . We have performed our experiments on a cluster of machines connected by a Gigabit Ethernet Switch. Each machine has two Pentium III (coppermine) 930 MHz processors, 256 KB L2 cache, and 512 MB of main memory. For each experimental setting, we run the system for 20 minutes, and refresh the observed parameters by the elapse of a time of 10 minutes. At the master node, we split the streams into 60 partitions (using a hash function). We allocate 1MB of memory to buffer the stream tuples. We implement the algorithm in Java. We use mpiJava [16] , a pure Java interface to MPI, which use LAM/MPI [17] (version 7.0.6) as the underlying native MPI implementation.
B. Experimental Results
Figure 3(a) shows the average delay with varying stream arrival rates. Each plot in the figures corresponds to a different slave population. Given a number of slave nodes, the average delay increases sharply at a point where the applied load overloads the whole system. We observe that the stream arrival rate which overloads the system increases as new slaves are added in the system.
The effectiveness of fine-grained partition tuning at the slave nodes can be observed from Figure 3 (b) and Figure 4(a) . Figure 4 (a) shows the average CPU times (both with and without fine tuning) with varying arrival rates. Without fine tuning, the average CPU time required to process the joins increases sharply with the increase in the stream rates. As shown in Figure 3(b) , without fine tuning, the average delay is around 48 sec for a per-stream rate of 4000 tuples/sec. On the other hand, with fine tuning, the average delay for the same system (with 4 slave nodes and for an arrival rate of 4000 tuples/sec) drops to around 2 seconds (cf., Figure 3(a) ). system automatically fixes the number of slaves based on the loads in the slaves. With the adaptive parallelism, the aggregate communication overhead is significantly lower while compared to non-adaptive counterpart (for an stream arrival rate of 1500 tuples/sec/stream). As the overhead increases with stream arrival rates ( Figure 5(a) ), the performance benefit of an adaptive algorithm would be prominent for a high stream arrival rate.
IV. RELATED WORK
Existing relevant work on diffusing loads of a stream join operator can be classified into two categories: recent advancements in continuous query and stream processing systems, and earlier work in parallel query processing.
The Aurora [18] system proposes mechanism to sacrifice result quality, based on user specified quality-of-service profiles, while sufficient resources to ensure scalability are not available. In contrast, we exploit inexpensive sharednothing clusters to ensure scalability without sacrificing result accuracy. Reference [19] proposes a contract-based load management framework migrating workload among processing nodes based on predefined contracts. The Borealis project proposes a dynamic inter-operator load distribution mechanism by utilizing the operators' load variance coefficients [8] . StreamCloud [20] parallelizes a set of stream queries across a number of virtual machines in a cloud. Stormy [21] uses techniques from key-value stores and replication to provide a fault-tolerant service for processing streams in a cloud system. In comparison, our work consider intra-operator load distribution for window join queries with large states and high arrival rates.
The Flux operator [12] extends the exchange operator [22] to support adaptive dataflow partitioning and load balancing while processing stateful operators ( e.g. joins, grouping operators) over a shared-nothing cluster. However, it does not consider the sliding window joins over a shared nothing environment. In reference [9] , the authors address the issue of intra-operator parallelism while processing a join operator over a number of servers. The paper provides two tuple routing strategies, namely aligned tuple routing (ATR) and coordinated tuple routing (CTR), that preserve join accuracy. The ATR assigns a segment of the master stream to a selected master node, and changes the master node at the end of a segment. The ATR works for a segment much higher than the sizes of the stream windows. Thus, instead of balancing the loads, this approach circulates the join processing load among the (master) nodes.
Reference [23] presents a stream database system that provides a generic framework for describing distributed execution strategies as high-level dataflow distribution templates. The partitioning schemes considered in the framework are content-insensitive, and are chosen to meet scientific application requirements. Thus the issue of load imbalance across the partitions doesn't arise in the system. However, the paper considers a homogeneous cluster environment without any non-query background load. Thus the issues like dynamic dataflow partitioning and state movement are irrelevant to such a system. Early work on parallel query processing concentrated on parallelizing individual join operators [24] , [25] . Extensive research has been done on handling data skew (i.e., a nonuniform distribution of join-attribute values) while parallelizing an operator in a shared-nothing system (e.g., [26] , [27] , [28] , [13] , [29] , [30] , [31] ). These algorithms partition a static data set using a holistic approach based on the complete knowledge of data distribution in the data set, which is infeasible in the streaming scenario. In [13] and [32] , the authors describe how to leverage current CPU utilization, memory usage, and I/O load to select processing nodes and determine degree of declustering for hash joins. Reference [33] presents a method of parallel query processing using non-dedicated, heterogeneous computers. This approach assumes a shared stored system (e.g., Storage Area Network [34] ) to stores input data, and is not relevant to online stream processing as considered in our work. The hashjoin algorithms used by all the previous schemes partition data at a single time point (i.e., between the build and probe phases), and they do not consider continual, on-the-fly repartitioning of the join operator during execution.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present a new technique to achieve finegrained, intra-query parallelism while processing a slidingwindow join operator over a cluster of nodes. The proposed algorithm balances the join processing loads over a sharednothing cluster using a BSP model of computation. We analyze the issue of scaling the intra-query parallelism over a large number of nodes in a multi-query, multi-user environment, and propose techniques to fine-tune the window partitions and to dynamically maintain the degree of declustering, optimizing the processing and communication overheads of the system. Our experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm. The work on parallelizing the stream joins can be extended in a few directions. We plan to investigate the issue of minimizing the skew in communication overheads while deploying over a large number of nodes. Also, dynamically tuning various performance parameters (i.e., group size and distribution epoch) is an important issue that deserves further investigations.
